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Intermediate 1 – Listening
Marking Instructions
Question/Acceptable answers

Unacceptable answers

You are in Vienna for a two month work placement in a hotel.
1.

You arrive at the hotel where you will be staying during
the work placement. The hotel boss welcomes you and
asks you some questions.
What does he ask? Tick () two boxes.

2 marks

How are you?
How was your journey?



Are you tired?



Are you in a good mood?
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Irrelevant/Insufficient

Question/Acceptable answers
2.

Unacceptable answers

You are going to be working in the hotel restaurant.
The hotel boss tells you what he insists on for staff.
(a)

What do you have to wear? Tick () the correct
box.

1 mark

Black skirt and black tights
Black trousers/skirt and a white shirt



Black trousers/skirt and a black shirt

(b)

Complete the sentence.

1 mark

 You must always be punctual/on time and
polite.

Helpful/kind/welcoming/
friendly/nice/cheerful/happy/
quiet
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Irrelevant/Insufficient

Question/Acceptable answers
3.

The boss tells you what your duties will be.
What are the two things you have to do in the mornings?

Unacceptable answers

Irrelevant/Insufficient

2 marks



Set/Lay (the) table(s)
Put cutlery/napkins on table

Clean/wash the table(s)
Set/lay out the table(s)
Decorate the table(s)
Make the table(s)



Serve (the) breakfast
Help serve breakfast

Tidy away the breakfast
Make/cook the breakfast
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Serve the customers/guests
Serve the food

Question/Acceptable answers
4.

Unacceptable answers

Irrelevant/Insufficient

You make friends with an Austrian girl, Svenja, also
working in the hotel in the holidays.
(a)

Why does she like working in this hotel?

1 mark

 The money/pay is good/It is well paid
She gets a good amount of money/She makes
a lot of money/She gets good money
It pays a lot of/good money
Gets paid well/Gets paid a lot
The pay is/She gets 8 Euros an hour

(b)

Why is it ideal for her?

Good hours

It is good

She is able to go to university
and work (in the holidays)
There is a university for her
to study
To make money while at
university
It allows her to study for
university

Because she studies

1 mark

 She is studying at the university/She is at (the)
university/She goes to university
She is studying tourism/She is studying this at
university/It is good for her university tourist
studies

Any answer with near/nearby/
close
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Question/Acceptable answers
5.

Unacceptable answers

What does Svenja say about her flat? Mention two
things.


In the town/city (centre)/in town/in the middle of the
town



Near(by)/close to/not far from/next to the university



(Very) loud/noisy in the evenings/at night(s)/
evenings are loud



Lots of pubs in the area

Irrelevant/Insufficient

2 marks

(2 from 4)
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Near the town centre

It is where her uni is

The neighbours are loud

Loud during the night

Question/Acceptable answers
6.

Unacceptable answers

Irrelevant/Insufficient

Svenja also tells you about her holiday plans.
(a)

When will she stop working?

1 mark

 End of August

(b)

What will she do at her grandparents’ house?
Mention one thing.

1 mark

 Have long lies/Have long sleeps/Have a long
lie/sleep/Sleep long/Sleep longer than usual
Sleep till late/Sleep in/Sleep for a long time

Sleep all the time/a lot/ages

 Be lazy/Do nothing/Laze about/Nothing

Relax

(1 from 2)
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Sleep

Question/Acceptable answers
7.

Unacceptable answers

You meet Sina, another girl who works in the hotel.
She tells you she will be going on holiday soon.
(a)

Who is she going with?

1 mark

 (Her) sister(s)

(b)

Sister and uncle
Sister in/and Turkey

1 mark

How long is she going for?
 One/A week

8.

Irrelevant/Insufficient

The weekend

Sina tells you about another job she has in the winter.
(a)

Where does she work?

1 mark

 Cinema

(b)

Theatre

Why does she like it there? Mention one thing.

1 mark

 Work is fun

She thinks it is fun.

 (Very) good atmosphere
Likes the atmosphere

It is good

 (Two) friends work there
(1 from 3)
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Question/Acceptable answers
9.

Unacceptable answers

Sina tells you that her parents have visited Edinburgh.
(a)

How many years ago were they there?

1 mark

 Three
(b)

43

What did they think about their visit? Mention two
things.

2 marks

 (People were (quite)) friendly
 Castle was great

10.

The next day, you decide to go to the famous cathedral,
the Stephansdom. You ask about the best way of
getting there.
What are you told? Tick () the correct box.

1 mark

Go straight ahead; take the first street on the left.
Go straight ahead; take the second street on the
right.
Go straight ahead; take the second street on the
left.



Total 20 marks
[END OF MARKING INSTRUCTIONS]
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Irrelevant/Insufficient

